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About This Game

Fight your way to the top in DragoDino, an epic adventure set in an ever changing world!

Meet Bob, a DragoDino, and guide him through the 10 levels of the Forest Kingdom in a quest to recover his lost egg stuck atop
a giant tree.

Explore and fight enemies to reach ever higher, collecting powers on your way up to help you in your quest. But be careful, the
guardians you'll meet won't let you through that easily.

Mix and match power ups, play as various DragoDinos, taking advantage of each one's abilities. Enjoy 2 difficulty modes, plus a
free mode to practice and improve. In solo or in co-op, rise to the challenge!

Key Features :

10 levels

2 difficulty modes : normal (3 lives & checkpoints) / hardcore (1 life, no checkpoint)

2 playable characters with 2 skins

40 power Ups
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50 enemies

3 bosses

a local co-op mode

a cartoon world

2 unlockable characters

Special Items revealing Story Content

original soundtrack
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Title: DragoDino
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
TealRocks Studio
Publisher:
Plug In Digital
Franchise:
Plug In Digital
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017

English,French
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DragoDino is a fun and cute rogue-lite platformer. I enjoyed playing through the game and unlocking what content the game has
to offer. I also greatly appreciate the split screen cooperative play and Linux support. While this game feels rather difficult at
first, it starts to feel too easy (especially for the rogue-lite genre) as you get more experienced. I would purchase a sequel to this
title if it had some improvements. Most notably, some things I think would greatly enhance this game include: a. More
powerups, b. More levels (ie. harder levels), c. More bosses, d. More comprehensive unlock system, e. An easier difficulty
"casual" to play with friends who are not veterans of the rogue-lite genre.. This game is a joy to play through. It has that mix of
cute characters, as well as a rewarding difficulty that makes me come back for more. I would recommend this for people who
are into platformers. ^v^. This game is a joy to play through. It has that mix of cute characters, as well as a rewarding difficulty
that makes me come back for more. I would recommend this for people who are into platformers. ^v^. This game is a joy to
play through. It has that mix of cute characters, as well as a rewarding difficulty that makes me come back for more. I would
recommend this for people who are into platformers. ^v^. DragoDino is a fun and cute rogue-lite platformer. I enjoyed playing
through the game and unlocking what content the game has to offer. I also greatly appreciate the split screen cooperative play
and Linux support. While this game feels rather difficult at first, it starts to feel too easy (especially for the rogue-lite genre) as
you get more experienced. I would purchase a sequel to this title if it had some improvements. Most notably, some things I think
would greatly enhance this game include: a. More powerups, b. More levels (ie. harder levels), c. More bosses, d. More
comprehensive unlock system, e. An easier difficulty "casual" to play with friends who are not veterans of the rogue-lite genre..
DragoDino is a fun and cute rogue-lite platformer. I enjoyed playing through the game and unlocking what content the game has
to offer. I also greatly appreciate the split screen cooperative play and Linux support. While this game feels rather difficult at
first, it starts to feel too easy (especially for the rogue-lite genre) as you get more experienced. I would purchase a sequel to this
title if it had some improvements. Most notably, some things I think would greatly enhance this game include: a. More
powerups, b. More levels (ie. harder levels), c. More bosses, d. More comprehensive unlock system, e. An easier difficulty
"casual" to play with friends who are not veterans of the rogue-lite genre.. This is a fun and polished (coop) rougelite
platformer, and I have no idea why it is sitting at just 5 Steam reviews.

Edit: it's also really challenging later on. Beware!. This is a fun and polished (coop) rougelite platformer, and I have no idea why
it is sitting at just 5 Steam reviews.

Edit: it's also really challenging later on. Beware!
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